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AESTRACT 

Coordinated measurement of temperature. velocity and free surface oscillation 
were obtained by using the drop shaft facility for microgravity experiments of 
half ,floating zone convection. The ground-based studies gave transition from 
steady to uscillaLory convection for multi-quantities measurement. 

INTRODUCTION 

Experiments of thermocapillary conveclion in half floating zone have been mostly 
performed on the ground since 1975 /l-7/. Experiments were also completed on 
board the microgravity sounding rocket /&IO/ and space laboratory /I l-13/. 
Only a few of experiment was there to study the steady lhermocapillary convec- 
tion by using the drop tower due to the short vrimental period /14/. A 
quantitative design on drop shaft experiment of oscillatory thermocapillary 
convection in half floating zone is a challenge subject, and such an experiment 
was completed by collaborated with the Waseda liniversity of Japan. The hardwar’e 
development and ground-based studies was summarized in present paper. 

The process of onset oscillation is usually describ& in most cases by the 
temperature measurement, or recently by the free surface variation. Coordinated 
measurements of multi-quantities in earth’s gravity condition were given in Lhis 
paper to study the onset of oscillation. The results show that, oscillation may 
be started at different nloment for different quantity. 

EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE 

Diagnostic system is required to metsure more physical quantities. The radii 
variation for one-cross section of liquid bridge was obtained by micro-video 
system /6/. Two-dimensional free surface variation was measured by method of 
grid mash (see, for example, /7/ ). The coordinated measurement system of the 
present experiments was developed to integrate the micro-video and grid mash 
together with the temperature and flow pattern system. Two thermocouples passed 
through two small holes of 0.25 in diameter at distance 0.85 mm from the edge of 
lower rod were used to measure the temperature in the liquid bridge, and tracer 
parlicle method was used to show ttle flow pattern. Quantities were measured and 
recorded in the r-1 time, and the system of measurtJr1ent.s was shown in Fig. I. 

The drop capsule is divided into three levels. Four systems of half floating 
zone and 12 sets of CCD cameras were packed in bottom level of capsule. The 
record system included the monitors and 12 sets of VTRs were fixed in the middle 
level, and the electric system and computer were integrated in the upper level. 
The rod diameter d, of liquid bridge is 3 mm for two liquid bridges and 4 mm for 

other two liquid bridges. The geometric aspeck and the volume of liquid bridge, 
which is described by radii ratio d./d o, are adopted Lypically. The experiments 
of fat. liquid bridge were also completed. 
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The mechtW&ai syHem of experimental facility was desii carefully to permit 
the adjustment of ~JE tunperatures, liquid brim volume and the Mith of rod 
gap before the drop as shown in F&. 2. Function of adjmtment is great useful 
for the operatiun of e3rperiments. -ally for ti case5 of tlighc?r -lied 
temperature differ- or/and larger liquid bridge volume, which cases are 
difficult to be persisted. 

GROUND-BASED EXPERIMENT 

From ,the view point of fluid mechanics, the transition process is associated 
with the oscillatiorri of v@ocity, surface wave and quantities of ttlermophysics. 
It will be interestiry3 to study experimentally the relationship of all o&Ha- 
tory features of half floating wne convection in the same time. 
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Fig. 1 The system of coordinated measurfzmefrt for .temperature (left), flow 
pattern, boundary ed8e and free surface wave (right) in half floating zone 
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FIK. 2 The schemetic diaram of nlechanicul system of half floating zxx. 
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10 cst siiia oil was usexj as the experimental medium. The onset of oscillation 
may be &scribed by one of the physical qkntity, for example, in most. CaSei, 
temperature measured by thermocoirples. However, the oscillation could tx? also 
measured by other quantities, such as the velocity at a fixed point or the radii 
variation of free surface boundary. It will be interesting to give more physi~l 
quantities, which could be measured to show the oscillatory featWe& and then 
to study the onset of oscillation by the coordinated analyses of quantities. The 
diagnostic systems of present paper as shown in Fig.1 gave the mexurement data 
of multi-quantities. 

The process near the onset of oscillation was obtained by the distributions of 
temperature in the liquid bridge and the variation of free surface edge ,in 
distance 2.1 mm above ‘the lower rod for d, = 4 mm. The. pi-ocesses of onset of 
oscillation were obtained for different geometrical aspects and volumes of 
liquid .bridge, which are described by the radii ratio d,,/d,. A typical process 
on the onset of oscillation was given in Fig. 3 for boundary edge evolution 
(upper) and temperature evolution (lower) with a very slow heating rate, which 
fnay be controlled as low as 1” C per minute. The results of Fig. 3 show that, 
the onset of oscillation for free surface edge is started obviously early than 
‘the one for temperature for the slender ‘liquid bridge. Systematic studies show 
that, the time difference of onset moments for these two quantities depends on 
the volume of liquid bridge, and will be discxssed in detail elsewhere. The 
onset of oscillation for temperatures at position A and B were nearly the same 
moment. It should be pointed .that, time response is less than 0.1 secomd for 
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Fig. 3 The starting prows of onset of osciIlation for boundary edge of free 
surface (upper) and temlwrature inside liquid bridge (lower), where de = 41rlrr19 A 

= 0.8’ and c&,/d, = 0.7. 
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Lemperature measurement by thermocouple and more short for boundary edge 
measurement, the typical +riod of oscillation is 1 second in order of . 
magnitude. Therefore, Lhe time delay on onset of oscillation may be several 
peritxj and is a physical phenomena, but not comes from measurement errors. 

CONCLUSION 

The hardware of ha!f floating done experiment was development for quantitative 
measurements of multi-quanlities, such as the free surface variations, the 
Lemperature profiles al two points inside the liquid bridge, and the flow 
pattern. The multi-quantity mc3asurements in the same time are great impor-tant 
for understanding the intrinsic role of onset of oscillation in W~rmocapillary 
convection of half floating zone. Both ground based experirnent and microgravity 
experiment of drop shaft show the high quality of the facility for quantitative 
experiment and the convenient control by t&e-operation. 

In cornparing the triinsition process of teniperature and frtu, surface vabrition, 
it seems chat the onsel. osci1lation of lemperature inside the slender liquid 
bridge is relatively slow, and there are different features of temperature 
oscillation and the free surface oscillation near the onset of oscillation. This 
mean that, different physical quantily may has different response in the 
transiLiof1 process for therrnocapiiiary convection and Ihe onset of oscillation 
depend sensitive on the voiurne of liquid bridge, al though the non-uniformity of 
temperature at the free surface is great important for driven thermocapillary 
convection. It will be benefit in the next step to study quantities, whicfi are 
active in exciting the oscillation. 
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